
scores isn’t really about state ex-

pectations but it’s about each stu-

dent reaching their fullest poten-

tial.   

 The weeks immediately 

before testing give teachers the 

opportunity to create an atmos-

phere of excitement and energy 

among students about the chance 

to show the world all they have 

learned.  A teacher’s perspective 

on testing many times determines 

how students will view this im-

portant part of the school year.    

   If you are like most teach-

ers, you walk a fine line be-

tween telling students, 

“This is a high-stakes test 

that matters” and “Don’t 

worry, just do the best you 

can.”  The truth is: Testing 

has become one of the big-

gest engines that drives our 

instruction. This creates 

stress on everyone: stu-

dents, teachers, parents, 

and administrators. As edu-

cators, we need to find 

strategies that calm our stu-

dents while still motivating 

them to “do their best” on 

high-stakes testing.  

 To start, if students 

are well-prepared for test-

ing, their anxiety will be 

reduced. Therefore, our 

first priority must always be 

to teach our curriculum so 

that every student has mas-

tered the targets to the 

greatest degree possible.  

Modeling classroom as-

sessments to look like the 

testing that students will 

experience at the end of 

the year will also allow 

students to know what to 

expect, thus relieving their 

fear of the unknown. Fi-

nally, allowing students to 

practice test-taking situa-

tions will reduce anxiety 

by preparing them for 

timed situations in which 

every minute matters. 

 The umbrella cov-

ering all of these strate-

gies is the atmosphere 

that we create in our 

classroom.  When stu-

dents have a healthy rela-

tionship with their teach-

ers and feel safe in their 

classroom environments 

they will want to try hard-

er.  They will begin to see 

that the motivation of the 

teacher to have high 
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The Power of Perception 

 
      Webster defines perception as a way of regarding, understanding, or interpreting something.  Basically, 

perception is how others see us.  Therefore, in relation to our school system, one could argue that we are only 

as successful as our parents and community members perceive us to be.  As we all know, the lens of perception is 

most often our assessment results.  Parents and community members measure our success on the basis of, ulti-
mately, a single number.  What score did we receive and how do we compare with other school systems within 

the state?  While the successes that we celebrate in our classrooms everyday may go unnoticed, we can rest as-

sured that our assessment results will not.  Over the last couple of years teachers in Carter County have lived up 

to a set of very high standards and have proven themselves to be dedicated to student achievement.  This effort 

was not only for a higher ranking in the state, but for the benefit and general good of the students.  Being “The 

Standard of Excellence” does not happen by chance.  It comes through a well- designed plan that is implemented 

by a staff willing to give 110%.  As testing quickly approaches and anxiety sets in, we must remember that 

throughout the year we have not just taught the content, but we have taught students.  We have tutored, men-

tored, guided, lectured, reviewed assessment results, targeted individual needs, grouped and re-grouped and given 

our all.  It is now time for our hard to be recognized for others in our community and state.  I believe that we will 

prevail once again as we continue to be “The Standard of Excellence.” 
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